
We keep on meeting online every two weeks… 
we keep on rolling!!

Join Us in Shaping the Future of Leadership

The E(U) Leaders Project mission is to meet the new era of leadership, equipped with digital tools and e-leadership skills. We
encourage you to explore our published project results and join us in this transformative journey. Together, we are shaping the
future of leadership, one innovative step at a time.

The E(U) Leaders Project aims to empower entrepreneurs, employers, leaders, managers, VET trainers, mentors, and educators
with the e-leadership skills necessary to navigate virtual working environments effectively. 

The " e-learning platform for Leaders.", is released! This platform serves as the core component of our project, designed to support
current and aspiring leaders and educators on their continuous learning and development journey. It is a dynamic resource that
provides access to cutting-edge knowledge, tools, and a thriving virtual community of like-minded individuals. We are thrilled
about the profound impact this platform will have on the leadership landscape and invite you to explore it, engage with fellow
leaders, and leverage its resources to enhance your leadership skills.

After successfully completing the e-learning platform, users will get a free of charge certification. The certification of e-leadership
skills that will be acquired is based on ISO/IEC 17024:2012.
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Available hereAvailable here

Explore our released multilingual project results!

Transnational Project Meeting in the Netherlands.
Our next Transnational Project Meeting will be held in the Netherlands. Stay tuned to learn more about it!

Multiplier Events in partners’ countries. 

What’s up next?
Unveiling the Project's Impact

Final Conference in the Netherlands. 

We are thrilled to announce that in the next couple of months, a series of exciting Multiplier Events will be taking place in
Portugal, Greece, Cyprus, Germany, the Netherlands, and Slovenia.

These events are poised to showcase and amplify the project's impact, serving as platforms to disseminate knowledge,
share experiences, and engage with a diverse audience.

Our Multiplier Events and Final Conference are designed to bring together stakeholders, partners, experts, and the wider
community to explore the project's results and valuable insights. Whether you are a leader, an entrepreneur, an educator,
or simply interested in the project's mission, these events will provide an opportunity to participate in discussions,
workshops, and presentations that promote knowledge exchange and collaboration.

The e-learning platform includes a Virtual
Community Practice. An online space where e-
leaders and mentors are able to exchange
information and knowledge, fostering
collaborative learning and skill development
regarding e-leadership. The Virtual Community
is a dynamic space where e-leaders connect,
collaborate, and exchange insights to enhance
their leadership capabilities within virtual
environments.

Virtual Community for Leaders

The e-learning platform is a core component of
the project since it supports existing and
would-be entrepreneurs / employers / leaders
/ manager and VET trainers / mentors and
educators’ ever-growing educational and
development needs.

e-learning platform for Leaders

https://euleaders.eu/groups/virtual-community/members/all-members/
https://euleaders.eu/platform/eu-leaders-high-tech-course/


Available here

Available here

The Guidebook includes examples of good
practices already established at a European
level, promoting e-strategies and e-tools
organisations adopted in their daily
management for ensuring the efficient
virtual working environment of their
employees. 

Available here

eu-leaders High-tech Course

The course aims to further enhance the
skills / competences of entrepreneurs /
employers / leaders / managers / VET
trainers / mentors / educators according to
their needs.

Guidebook of inclusion of best
practices on suitable digital

working environments

e-leadership Model adopted within tech-based and
 non-tech-based organisations

The E(U) Leaders partnership has developed an e-leadership Model which is
targeting entrepreneurs, employers, leaders, managers who are managing
their teams virtually. The aim of the Model is to identify the training needs,
challenges and gaps e-leaders face when managing virtual working
environments and teams.

Funded by the European Union. Views and opinions expressed are however those of the author(s) only and do not necessarily reflect
those of the European Union or the European Education and Culture Executive Agency (EACEA). Neither the European Union nor
EACEA can be held responsible for them.

follow us:

https://euleaders.eu/wp-content/uploads/2023/07/EULeaders_PR3_EN.pdf
https://euleaders.eu/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/EULeaders_GUIDEBOOK-final_EN.pdf
https://euleaders.eu/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/EULeaders_PR2_GuidelineCompetenceFramework_Final_EN.pdf
https://www.linkedin.com/company/81791222
https://www.facebook.com/euleaders.eu/
https://euleaders.eu/

